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INNOVATION
THE KILLER APP
How The Robots, AIs & Automation Will Humanize Us
Bombarded by headlines, hashtags, and Hollywood
blockbusters depicting an army of job-killing robots
and an AI-fueled apocalypse, it’s no wonder that
Automation’s real story escapes us.
But these intelligent technologies won’t rob us of
our humanity: in fact, they’ll help us restore it.
Instead of replacing our value, Robotics, AI, IoT,
Blockchains, and Big Data now gives us the tools,
and time, to create unprecedented levels of value
across companies, industries, even entire countries.
Where mobile apps have demanded our attention,
intelligent bots will lessen distractions by acting on
our behalf. AIs will fix broken systems, like turning
reactive “sick care” into predictive health care.
Robots will allow the elderly to live independently,
the disabled to move about freely, and doctors to
dissolve borders completely — they’ll simply perform
surgeries across continents remotely.
Far from hurting us, these systems will protect us:
From sensors in the soil preventing famine, to
biosensors in the bloodstream eradicating disease.

In This Session:
In this eye-opening, thought-provoking
session, innovation keynoter, futurist,
and professor Christina “CK” Kerley
takes audiences across how the Robots
will liberate us, AIs will revolutionize us,
and Automation will humanize us.
Technologies featured include:
Robotics, AI, IoT, Mobile, Health Tech,
Blockchain, Big Data, and Cloud Computing.

At its heart, this new digital order is built upon inclusion—not division—as drones bring the Internet to
the next billion, and Blockchains bring billions more into the global economy. And the “CoBots” will give
executives that most elusive element . . . more time to focus on more of the innovations that matter.
Even this era’s most critical success factor won’t be technological: it, too, will be uniquely human. A
Reskilling Revolution—unrivaled in size, scope, and scale—will prepare us for this fast-approaching future.
And leap we must! Where many in America view intelligent tech as a big threat, China, is already
building out for a BIGGER opportunity (and investing billions to win The AI Arms Race).
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What Companies Say About CK:

CK was phenomenal — incredibly fun,
knowledgeable, and engaging!

Christina “CK” Kerley
The 10+ Tech Of The Next 10 Years
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